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Features Arcade Mode Complete challenges for a chance to earn gold, unlock cars and earn more driver stories in Arcade
Mode. Customize Your Vehicle Customize your vehicle with over 250 different parts. Race Through Real Worlds Use four
different seasons for all new racing challenges. Find Multiplayer Rivals Race as your ghost in ghost mode. Play Online
Challenge your friends on the Global Leaderboard. Extra Content Trailer & Cars Available Car and Trainer Car Available
Game Screenshots Please click on an image to view a high-resolution version. Need for Speed Payback Enter the world of For
the first time in the franchise’s history, Need for Speed Payback offers an unprecedented level of freedom and customization.
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For the first time in the Need for Speed franchise, you’ll choose how you move around the open world and what to drive. You
can even play as a ghost and watch the race from the sidelines. You can also play online with up to seven other players, race
your friends and the world on the Global Leaderboard. With a new, intuitive car handling system, cars become an extension of
your hands and feel alive under your fingertips. Driven by licensed producers Ghost and Moa, and featuring the legendary cars
from the 1980s and 1990s, Need for Speed Payback delivers the most authentic and fun racing experience. You choose how to
move around the open world. In Need for Speed Payback, there are no restrictive lanes. You choose how you want to navigate
the open world. You can be an old-school drifter and drive a vehicle without a top, you can be an off-roader and drive over
muddy terrain, you can be a road-hog and cruise up the highway. You can even go off-road and shred mountain trails. You can
even play as a ghost. Play as a Ghost For the first time in the Need for Speed franchise, Need for Speed Payback offers a
revolutionary new way to play. While the other racers are racing, you can play as a ghost. This is a must-have feature for those
looking to keep things fair. After all, if you choose to drive for the opposition, you can’t win. You get more time to unlock your
favorites. Get to the Rewards There are more than 82157476af
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